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Abstract
This paper is an in depth implementation of the proposal (Ellis 2012Ann. Phys. NY 327 1890–932)
that the quantummeasurement issue can be resolved by carefully looking at top-down contextual
effects within realisticmeasurement contexts. The specific setup of themeasurement apparatus
determines the possible events that can take place. The interaction of local heat baths with a quantum
systemplays a key role in the process. In contrast to the usual attempts to explain quantum
measurement by decoherence, we argue that the heat bath follows unitary time evolution only over
limited length and time scales (Drossel 2017His. Phil. Sci.B 58 12–21) and thus leads to localization
and stochastic dynamics of quantumparticles that interact with it.We show furthermore that a theory
that describes all the steps from the initial arrival of the quantumparticle to thefinal pointer deflection
must use elements from classical physics. This proposal also provides a contextual answer to the puzzle
of the origin of the arrow of timewhen quantummeasurements take place: it derives from the
cosmological direction of time.Overall, our proposal is for contextual wavefunction collapse.

1. Introduction

The problemof interpreting quantummechanics and in particular quantummeasurement arises when
quantumphysics is considered to be a universal theory that describes all ofmatter, including the (macroscopic)
measurement apparatus used for the quantummeasurement. Away out of this dilemma consists in postulating
limits to the validity of quantummechanics [1, 2]. However, this poses the problemof identifyingwhere these
limits lie, as quantumphenomena are not confined to themicroscopic scale.

In discussions of the issue, often the following picture of ameasurement is used: by interacting with the
detector, the quantum system is becoming entangledwith an environment that has amacroscopic number of
degrees of freedom. By tracing over these degrees of freedom, the reduced densitymatrix of the quantum system
becomes that of amixed state.When theHamiltonian that describes the interactionwith the environment is
chosen appropriately, thismixed state is characterized by the probabilities of the different possible outcomes of
themeasurement process.

However, as emphasized by various authors, this type of consideration leavesmany open questions. In
particular, it does not explainwhy in a one-time experiment a single, definite, outcome is obtained [3, 4].
Furthermore, ameasurement, as performed in the real world, ismore complex than described above. It involves
several steps, from initial quantum transitionswithin the detector to an amplification process and finally a
macroscopic change in a read-off unit. The steps of this process depend on specific local physical conditions that
set up the context for themeasurement process.

In this paper, we therefore want to present an integrated approach that focuses on the context dependence of
themeasurement process [1]. Our basic view is thatmeasurement is truly a stochastic, nonunitary process that
can be labeled as a ‘projection to an eigenstate’ of an observableA [5–7]—a ‘wave function collapse’. The
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intrinsic heat bath of the detector plays a key role in this process, as it is specified by a limited number of bits (as
implied by the entropy formula) and therefore follows unitary time evolution only over limited length and time
scales [8]. Beyond these scales, the systembehaves classically.Wewill show this view is viable by considering the
different steps of ameasurement in sufficient detail and by analyzing the physicalmodels and equations that are
used for the description of each step.Wewill show that apart from the very first stage, none of these steps can be
described purely by unitary quantummechanics, but requires recourse to elements from classical physics. Even
though the context of the quantum system can be described quantummechanically at least for some of the
degrees of freedom and up to certain length and time scales, thewider environment is a classical environment.

1.1. Themeasurement problem
There is a key tension in quantumphysics between the unitary evolution described by the Schrödinger equation,
and themeasurement process usually described as a projection operation (summaries and references are given in
[1, 6, 7]; for the densitymatrix version, see (3.68)–(3.71) in [9]).

1.1.1. Unitary evolution
When the quantum system to bemeasured and themeasurement apparatus both are described quantum
mechanically, the Schrödinger equation prescribes the time evolution of thewave function F ñ∣ ( )t of this
combined system. This time evolution has the form

F ñ = F ñ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( )t U t t tU : , , 11 1 0 0

whereU is invertible. Since the Schrödinger equation is linear in thewave function, the time evolution gives rise
tomacroscopic superpositions of quantumobjects.

Let us describe thewave function of the quantum system as

yYñ = S ñ∣ ∣ ( )c , 2i i i

where y ñ{∣ }i is a complete basis associatedwith an (observable) operatorA, and let us describe themeasurement
apparatus including all its internal (environmental) degrees of freedomby amany-particle wave function ñ∣ . If
themeasurement apparatus is set up such that itmeasures the observableA, and if the quantum system is
prepared in an eigenstate ofA, the time evolution of an initial state yF ñ º ñ ñ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣t i0 0 at time t0 leads to afinal
state yF ñ = ñ ñ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣t i i1 at time t1, with the apparatus state  ñ∣ i including amacroscopic pointer that indicates that
the quantum systemhas beenmeasured in the state i.

However, when the initial state of the quantum system is a superposition of the form (2)withmore than one
of the ci being nonzero, the outcome of the time evolution according to the Schrödinger equationmust be

  y yY ñ ñ = S ñ ñ = S ñ ñ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )U t t t c U t t c, , , 3i i i i i i i1 0 0 0 1 0 0

which is a superposition ofmacroscopically different states.

1.1.2.Measurement
In contrast, ameasurement experiment of the observableA gives a definite outcome, which is a single eigenstate
y ñ∣ n ofA for some n. The specific eigenstate n and corresponding eigenvalueλn is not determined by the
dynamics, but the probability for outcome n is given by ∣ ∣cn

2 (the Born rule). This projection

 y yP F ñ = S ñ ñ  F ñ = ñ ñ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )t c t: 4i i i n n0 0 1

is an irreversible process as all the other terms from equation (3) are lost, hencewe cannot reconstruct thewave
function Y ñ∣ ( )t0 prior tomeasurement from F ñ∣ ( )t1 afterwards (equivalently,Π is not an invertiblemap). The
measurement process thus cannot be described by unitary time evolution according to the Schrödinger
equation.However thewave function has nomeaning unless suchmeasurement events take place, so quantum
theory needs some account of this process. A key point is that wave function collapse (4) takes place inmany
contexts that are not in fact ‘measurements’, i.e. laboratory situations leading to a pointer outcome.We shall
therefore, after analyzing in detail in sections 2–5 the processes whereby actualmeasurements happen, consider
in section 6.3 themuchmore general contexts where ‘events’ (4) occur.

1.1.3. Proposed solutions
There are essentially two classes of proposed solutions to this dilemma: The first class (section 1.2) are those that
adhere to linear superposition and unitary time evolution even formacroscopic systems consisting of 1023

particles andmuchmore (even the entire Universe). In this case, the relation between calculations of the type (3)
and our observation of a single, stochasticmeasurement outcome (4)must be re-interpreted. The second class
(section 1.3) are those that postulate limits to unitary time evolution and linear superposition. In this case, the
challenge consists in identifyingwhere the limits of validity lie. The key underlying issue is discussed in
section 1.4.How this paper tackles the issue is outlined in section 1.5.
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1.2. Thefirst class of solutions
Thefirst class of explanations of themeasurement process, which consider themathematical description
according to the Schrödinger equation to be themost appropriate and comprehensive description of the time
evolution of a nonrelativistic system, includes themanyworlds [10], relational [11], consistent (or decoherent)
histories [12], modal, de Broglie–Bohm, and statistical [13] interpretations. These interpretations differ in the
ontological status that they ascribe to thewave function and in their explanation of the observed randomness.
Thus, for instance, the proponents of the consistent (or decoherent) histories interpretation [12, 14–16] do not
consider thewave function as real but consistent, stochastic histories, which are calculated from the standard
formalismby using projection operators and decoherence functionals. Everett [10] considers thewave function
as real but claims that our consciousness takes a stochastic route through the various branchings that occur at
eachmeasurement event. The relational interpretation [11, 17] argues that the actual values of the physical
variables of a system are onlymeaningful in relation to another systemwithwhich this system interacts.
Similarly,modal interpretations are not concernedwith an objective description independent of observers, but
only in consistent classical descriptions of systems that are on amicroscopic level described by quantum
mechanics [18]. The statistical interpretation [13] suggests that wave functions do not describe single systems
but ensembles of identically prepared systems. The de Broglie–Bohmpilot wave theory is different in nature as it
postulates hidden variables, namely the particle position and its deterministic time evolution, which depends
non-locally on thewave function. The stochasticity of allmeasurement events of the future time evolution of a
particle is encoded in the initial value of the hidden variable.

An important role inmost of these interpretations is played by decoherence theory [19], which provides
good reasons to claim that the environmental states { }i that result from the combined time evolution (3) of
system and apparatus are orthogonal to each other, such that the reduced densitymatrix for themeasured
system alone becomes diagonal and thus represents a classical ensemble ofmeasurement outcomes.However,
critics argue that these calculations, evenwhen suppliedwith the various interpretations, cannot pin down the
transition from a (potentially classical) superposition to a definite, randomoutcome of an individual
measurement [3, 4, 20]. But if science shall explainwhat happens in nature, itmust explainwhy there are specific
outcomes. Quantum events are not always averagedwhen going tomacroscopic systems (such as in
thermodynamics), but individual events can change the time evolution ofmacroscopic systems, for instance
when amutation induced by cosmic radiation causes cancer and later death in a person. Even themathematical
calculations of decoherence theory are being challenged on the grounds that the calculations always include
assumptions such as statistical independence and ‘typicalness’ of the degrees of freedomof the environment that
are foreign to a deterministic theory [21, 22] andmust be added to it as an additional assumption. In other
words, the environment is assumed to be in a random state among all possible ones, and this introduces
stochasticity into the system [23].

1.3. The second class of solutions
The second approach to the contradiction between the quantum and classical world consists in accepting limits
of validity to the description ofmany-particle systems by the Schrödinger equation [1, 8, 24–27]. In fact, as
emphasized by Leggett [25] and Laughlin [28], quantummechanical calculations in condensedmatter physics
are never done using the fullHamiltonian, but by using effective theories. Furthermore, they depend on classical
concepts and classical environments for those degrees of freedom that are not explicitlymodeled [1, 29]. The
view that there are limits to a unitary time evolution leads to interpretations such as the traditional Copenhagen
interpretation and various collapse theories [26, 30].

TheCopenhagen interpretationmakes a fundamental distinction between the classical,macroscopic world
and the quantumworld. It has the strength that it is empirically adequate and that it takes into account top-down
effects from themacroscopic, classical world on the quantumworld, such as occur in all the experiments in
quantumoptics laboratories and in quantum computingwhere individual qubits are set by the experimenter.
TheCopenhagen interpretation has, however, the problem that it does not identify the boundary between the
classical and quantumworlds.

Stochastic collapsemodels introduce a nonlinear, stochastic term that has significant effects only when a
macroscopic number of particles are involved. They have the problem that they are ad hoc. They postulate a
more ‘fundamental’, more ‘microscopic’ reality underneath the description by unitary quantummechanics.
They do not give a formalismdepending on the nature of local physicalmacro systems, such as ameasuring
apparatus, as onemight expect.

1.4. The underlying issue
A satisfactory and empirically adequate answer to themeasurement problem, in our view, can only be found
when taking seriously the insight that every physical theory has a limited range of validity, which is true also for
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quantummechanics, as it cannot dowithout classical physics [29, 31] (see section 5.4 below).We therefore
address the question onwhat scale or forwhich type of systems quantum theory holds, i.e.a theory described by
awave functionψ that evolves unitarily according to the Schrödinger equation (1).

It is commonplace nowadays to take it for granted that it ismeaningful to talk of thewave functions of
macroscopic objects, including cats and even the entire Universe. Howeverwhile there has undoubtedly been
extraordinary progress in demonstrating quantum effects overmacroscopic scales, such as entanglement of
photons over distances of the order of 100ʼs of kilometers [32], these can only occur undermost exceptional
circumstances, when the quantum system is sufficiently isolated from the rest of theworld. On our view there is
nomeaningful wave function of theUniverse, or even for a cat, in the former case because there is no context in
which it attains any usefulmeaning, in the latter case inter alia because of nonlinearities in its physiological
relationships at all levels [1], and because the internal degrees of freedom and the surrounding environment,
acting (among other effects) as a heat bath, ensures it behaves as a classical system [8] (see section 5.2 below).

Related criticism is brought forward byWalter Kohn, who points out that awave function of 1023 particles is
not a legitimate scientific concept, since it can neither be prepared normeasuredwith sufficient accuracy [33].

1.5. This paper
The view taken here is close to theCopenhagen interpretation: it assumes firstly that thewave function is real (i.e.
descriptive and objective rather than epistemic) and secondly that the classical world is as real as the quantum
world, and has a top-down effect on the quantumworld [1, 34].We do not add any ad hoc terms into the
Schrödinger equation to attain our results.We show rather that wave function collapse can be obtained using the
formalismdeveloped by the theory of open quantum systemswhen one abandons the untestable and
implausible claim that the environmental heat bath can be described by an infinite-precisionwave function that
is subject to unitary time evolution. Instead, we interpret the time evolution of the reduced densitymatrix as that
of a quantum systemwith a limited temporal and spatial coherence, whichmeans that the time evolution of the
reduced densitymatrixmust be unraveled in terms of a wave function of the quantum system. This leads to the
trapping of thewave function in one of the blocks of the densitymatrix, since the densitymatrix goes to a
blockdiagonal formwith time (section 5.2.4). The trapping of thewave function in one of the blocks is themost
important step towards a definitemeasurement outcome. Furthermore, all this implies that the quantum system
is not entangledwith the environmental degrees of freedombeyond the scale of quantum coherence. Thismakes
the detector classical on larger length scales and thus explains quantum contextuality: the possiblemeasurement
outcomes are determined by themeasurement apparatus.

In order to describe the interplay between the classical and quantumworlds in detail, wewill use a concrete
model of quantummeasurements with four ingredients: the system (particle) to bemeasured; amacroscopic
structure that constitutes themeasurement apparatus; ametastable setup of the apparatus; and the heat bath and
heat sink coupled to the apparatus (internal and external). The particle is described quantummechanically; the
apparatus is described classically; the heat bath is responsible formaking the apparatus classical on length scales
beyond the thermal wavelength and for localizing its atoms and thus preventing linear superpositions of
differentmeasurement results, and the heat sink takes up energy produced during the process.Measurement
events are possible because theworld is not in equilibrium, as a result of themacroscopic context. The local
structure extracts for example electrons andmoves them elsewhere, and hencemakes the process irreversible.
The ultimate source of the arrow of time in this process is traced to the cosmological arrow of time.

In outline, section 2 looks at the building blocks ofmeasurement. Section 3 looks atmathematicalmodeling
of the different steps. Section 4 looks at the two-slit experiment in the light of this approach, and shows how
Born’s rule arises. Section 5 looks at key features in the physics of the process, including the origin of the arrow of
time. Section 6 summarizes the proposal, and considers further applications where this approach could be
useful, considering ‘events’ aswell as quantummeasurements. Overall we emphasize the contextual nature of
the processes taking place.

2. The building blocks ofmeasurement

There is a great contrast between the abstract waymeasurements are presented in standard texts on quantum
theory such asDirac [5], Feynman andHibbs [35], and Isham [6], and realmeasurement contexts.We believe
that the route to a full understanding of themeasurement problem, bridging this gap, is to consider
measurement in the case of specific real detection situations (section 2.1) and the common features in those cases
(section 2.2), and then to generalize to general principles that are likely to hold in all realistic cases (section 2.3).
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2.1. Examples of realmeasurement contexts
Asmentioned above, collapse to an eigenstate, as represented by equation (4), is often called a ‘measurement’.
However in fact such collapses happen farmore frequently than during laboratorymeasurements.Wewill refer
to such happenings as ‘events’. Realmeasurements with some laboratory apparatus, as we discuss now, are a
subset of ‘events’.Wewill return to a discussion of ‘events’ as defined here in section 6.3.

Here are a variety of examples in order to illustrate that realmeasurements involve common features.

• Photographic plate: impact of a particle releases an electron (or several electrons) thatmoves to the location of a
defect in the silver bromide crystal and attracts a silver ion, producing neutral silver. These neutral silver
atoms are latermade visible by the development procedure.

• Photodiode: electrons are lifted from the valence band to the conduction band and are extracted via the applied
voltage. If the photodiode is operated in avalanchemode, this electronwill trigger an avalanche of electrons
that can bemeasured as amacroscopic current.

• Photomultiplier: electrons are accelerated repeatedly from target plates via high voltage differences. This is
indeed a cascade of detection events, in each case the freed electrons being removed by the electric field to go
on to the next plate.

• Geiger counter: a gas becomes ionized by an incoming particle. The applied voltage causes an avalanche of
subsequent ionizations that results in a noticeable current signal in the detector, similarly to the
photomultiplier.

• Cloud chambers and bubble chambers: here, atoms ormolecules that are ionized by incoming particles trigger
the condensation of droplets. This is again an amplification process. The liquid in a bubble chamber is
prepared by being put in a superheated,metastable phase.

• RhodopsinMolecule in an eye: freed electrons cause a complex chain of changes in rhodopsin as in
phototransduction that eventually lead to an action potential that travels along the optic nerve to the brain
from sensory neurons. Note that if themolecule is isolated rather than being in its biological context, it does
not function as a photodetector.

• A charge coupled device (CCD), such as is used tomake images in all cellphones, collects electrons in bins
associatedwith each pixel in a two-dimensional array, and then reads themout by electrically transferring
them along a readout line to a charge amplifier, which converts the charge into a voltage. The sequence of
voltages thus created is then sent to a digital or analog signal processing device.

• Spinmeasurements, as in the Stern–Gerlach experiment and in quantum computing. In the former case,
essentially the position of the atom (upper or lower trajectory) ismeasured by a photographic plate (or a set of
two detectors).

2.2. The common features
There are a series of common features across all these cases.

1. The apparatus must have a macroscopic structure (i.e. arrangement of atoms) that is sufficiently stable
before themeasurement. Some component of this structuremakes a reliable transition to a new state that is
again stable enough that themeasurement result can be read off. The systemmust thus initially be in a
metastable state,making a transition to amore stable state in response to an incoming particle or photon.

2. An electron or ion is removed from the interaction location because of the context in which the detection
event takes place, for instance by extracting it via a potential gradient.

3. An amplification process, for instance an avalanche,makes the event visible on amacroscopic scale and thus
allows the readout of themeasurement result. Formost of the above examples, this amplification follows
immediately after the previous step. For the photographic plate and theCCD, the amplification step is
decoupled from thefirst step and can occurmuch later, during development of the photographic plate or
during the readout process.

4. Since the apparatus is macroscopic and at finite temperature, it includes a heat bath with a macroscopic
number of degrees of freedom.Decoherence theory deals with the question of how this heat bathmakes the
reduced densitymatrix of themeasured system classical but does not solve the puzzle of howunique
measurement outcomes arise.Wewill therefore need to discuss the nature of the heat bath further below.
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5. The process described in steps 2 and 3 generates some heat that is given to the environment. Since the
process is irreversible, the entropy of theUniverse is increased. Therefore the relevant environment includes
not only the internal heat bath of the apparatus, but also an external heat sink.

6. In each case there is a reset process whereby the detector is readied for the next detection, usually by
replacing the electrons thatwere released in the detection process. It is during this reset process that the
Landauer cost kT ln 2 per bit of the detection, ormore, is extracted. This process requires energy from the
environment. This reset step also confirms the irrevocable irreversibility of the process as awhole, as any
remaining information about the previous state is over-written. In the case of the photographic plate, the
reset process ismore expensive as it requires to introduce an entire newplate.

All thismeans thatmeasurement is a top-down effect from the apparatus to the relevant particles [1], since it
is the setup of the apparatus that determines the type of transitions they can undergo and the possible
measurement results. It also depends on the environment of the apparatus, which allows irreversible processes
to take place by acting as a heat sink.

In the following, wewill choose one specific example, the photodiode, in order tomake a theoretical
description of themeasurement process that includes all these steps.Wewill write down concretemodels for
these different steps (section 3). Thenwewill generalize this approach to the two-slit experiment (section 4).
Note that no singlemodel can do the job, and that themodels required typicallymix classical and quantum
elements.

2.3. Required elements formodeling themeasurement process
Weuse a simplified picture of the detector (section 2.3.1) andmeasurement process (section 2.3.2) that includes
all the relevant elements described above. This picture is inspired by the process of photodetection by a
photodiode operated in avalanchemode. Later, wewill extend this picture tomany detectors such that the
double slit experiment can be described.We do not invent a new theory, butwe build on available theories and
methods for describing the different steps. In contrast tomany other treatments of themeasurement problem,
we emphasize the need to combine different theories, andwe pin down the places where the transition from
quantum to classical behavior occurs.We show that apart from (part of) thefirst step nothing is described by
using unitary time evolution of awave function.

2.3.1. Detectormodel
Wemodel the detector by the following features.

• Bound states and a conduction band for electrons, resulting from themacroscopic structure of the detector.
The events that happenwhen a photon hits the detector are thus due to a top-down effect enabled by the
nature of the detection apparatus [1].When the photon is absorbed, an electron is lifted from a bound state to
the conduction band, which is an energy continuum.More electrons can be lifted to the conduction band by
collisionwith the first electron during the avalanche process.

• An internal heat bathwhich interacts with the electron that is in the conduction band and localizes it. This
heat bath ismade up by the phonons of the semiconductormaterial, again existing due to its structure, and
represents the environment in the context of decoherence theory. How this heat bath localizes the electron
and limits the scope of unitary time evolutionwill be discussed in detail.

• Furthermore, wemust assume at least implicitly an external heat sink, whichmakes the entire process truly
irreversible and represents the shared environment for the systemof several detectors used later formodeling
the double slit experiment.

• An electrical field that removes the electron from the site of the excitation. Since this conduction of the
electron occurs in the semiconductormaterial, we need again a coupling to the phonon environment, which is
responsible for the electrical resistance.

2.3.2. Detector processes
The steps of themeasurement process, each of which requiresmathematicalmodeling, are then the following.

1. The electron is lifted from a bound state into the continuum (e.g. the conduction band) by an incoming
electromagnetic wave. In order tomodel this step, a suitable basis of quantum states is chosen.

2. The electron becomes and remains localized in the conduction band. In order to describe this localization, a
Lindblad-type equation is required, which depends on an external environment. Aswewill discuss below,
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this is the crucial stepwhere the event becomes definite, and it requires ingredients beyond standard
decoherence arguments.Wewill explain two of these ingredients: on the one hand, wewill argue that a heat
bath cannot be fully described quantummechanically and that therefore standard decoherence
considerations are inappropriate. Instead, the heat bath should be viewed as consisting of local wave packets
with limited quantum coherence, and this leads to stochasticity. On the other hand, wewill argue that a
feedback between the electron and the environment will lead to a nonunitary time evolution of the
combined system+environment.

3. The electronmoves through the semiconductor by a standard electrical conduction process. This requires a
look at the theory ofOhm’s law.We shall explain that no theory ofOhm’s law is fully quantum, but always
semiclassical.

4. The electron interacts with other electrons and triggers thus a macroscopic avalanche. Again, no pure
quantumdescription of such a process is available. The best theories involve semiclassical Boltzmann
equations.

5. The final detection step, which is the (classical) detection process of the macroscopic current, is done using
classical physics (for instance classical electrodynamics and classicalmechanics if in the end amechanical
pointer ismoved).

6. The reset process needs the external heat sink and requires energy. Because it is essentially equivalent to state
vector preparation, it is a non-unitary process [1].

The next section develops thismodel in some detail.

3.Mathematicalmodeling of the different steps

Now, let us collect the theories that are available to describe all these listed steps.We discuss the steps in the same
order andwith the same numbering as in the previous section, in sections 3.1–3.6.We emphasize that all the
theories have elements of classical physics, and all are context dependent.

3.1. Photon-triggered state transition
We focus atfirst on single-photon detection and assume therefore that one photon enters the diode.We
consider one electron that is originally in the bound state and can be lifted to the conduction band due to the
interactionwith the photon (the existence of the conduction band is of course due to the environment of the
specific crystalline structure that is the context of themeasurement). This process can bemodeled by using two

types of states, namely a state with one photonwithwave vector

k and polarizationλ and a ground-state electron

and a state with zero photons and an excited electronwithwave vector

p . The transition thatwe consider is thus

ñ  ñ ∣ ∣ ( )g e1 , 0, . 5k p

By using an obvious notation for the creation and annihilation operators of the various states, theHamiltonian
for the time evolution reads in second quantization

  å åw= + + = + + + +
l l l l

  


 


    ( )† † † †H H H H a a b b b b g a b b h.c.. 6k k k g g g
p

p p p
p

k p k p gph el int , , ,

Usually, one proceeds fromhere by directly calculating the transitionmatrix element and from there a transition
rate. In order to obtain correctmatrix elements, the coupling l

 g k p, must be expressed in terms of dipolemoment
of the initial state and the amplitude of the photon at the location of the electron.However, our focus is different,
becausewe are interested in the question of when an ‘event’ becomes definite and not in a specific number for
the transition probability.Wewill only need to know that l

 g k p, is proportional to the amplitude of the photon at
the location of the interaction.Wewill not proceed by using Fermi’s Golden rule or some higher-order
calculation in order to obtain a transition probability. In any case, the calculation of such transition probabilities
involves a projection on afinal state, thus circumventing our central question of how the ‘collapse’ implied in
this projection occurs.

Instead, we consider the generic formof the quantummechanical time evolution of the system andmake the
ansatz

   åy a b= ñ + ñw- + -( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )( )t t g t ee 1 , e 0, 7t
k

p

t
p p

i ik g p

with coefficients a b , p andwith the initial conditionα(0)=1 and b = ( )0 0p . In the absence of an electron-
photon interaction, the coefficientsα andβ do not change in time. Starting from the Schrödinger equation
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withH given by (6), one obtains the following coupled equations for the time evolution of
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Bymultiplying the first linewithα* and the second linewith *b 
p and considering also the complex conjugate of

the resulting equations, one can easily show that
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as itmust be. The photon interacts with the detector for a limited time τ, leaving the system in a superposition (7)
with both terms being nonzero.

Now, the usual procedure in calculations of quantum transitions, chosen for instancewhen deriving Fermi’s
Golden rule, would consist in considering an interaction time τ that is so short thatα does not change, and
inserting the solution of the second line of (8) into the first one. Performing the t integration then gives a delta
function that ensures energy conservation   w= + 

e g k for each possible transition.
In our case, the situation ismore complicated as the photon cannot be absorbedwithout involving a third

partner in the transition.Without this third partner, it is impossible to simultaneously achieve energy and
momentum conservation. In ourmeasurement device, this third partner is the crystal lattice of the
semiconductor, which can take up the surplusmomentum via themotion of ions, i.e. via the phonon heat bath.
(The energy uptake of the bath can be neglected due to themuch largermass of ions compared to electrons.) In
order to keep the calculations focused on themost essential steps, wewill in the following simplify equations (8)
by implementing energy conservation directly and dropping the time-dependent factors. Furthermore, wewill
take into account the fact that the incoming photon is not a planewave but awave packet, and similarly the
excited electronwill not be a planewave but a wave packet, i.e. a superposition of states with different


p .Wewill

therefore replace the sum * bå l
   gp k p p, by an effective termβ g*, whereβ is interpreted as the amplitude of the

electronwave packet andwherewe assume that l
 g k p, does not change in a significant way over the relevant

interval of

p values. The simplified equations then are
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The interactionwith the phonon bathwill be considered in the next subsection. This interaction does not
only help to satisfymomentum conservation, butmore importantly helps to transform the superposition (7) to a
definite outcome. This definite outcome is the detection of the photonwith probability b t a t= -∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )∣12 2

and non-detectionwith probability a t∣ ( )∣2. (Note: since there ismore than one electron that canmake the
transition, wewill need to expand our discussion. This will be done further below. Additionally, wewill expand
our discussion tomany detectors and thus to positionmeasurements in section 4.)

3.2. Electron localization
Once the electron is in the conduction band, it is no longer in a bound, stationary state, andbecomes subject to
interactionswith other degrees of freedomof the semiconductormaterial, inparticularwithphonons (which exist
because of the crystal context).We therefore need todescribe next how the interactionwith the phonons
(a)definitelyfixes the electron in the boundorunbound state and (b) causes anongoing localization of the electron
while being in the conduction band.Awavepacket that describes an unbound electronbecomes broader and
broader if it is allowed to evolve freelywithout interactions.However, electrons infinite-temperature,Ohmian
conductors are usuallymodeled using a semiclassical description based onwavepackets (see for instance the
discussion in [36], chapter 21).

Wewill proceed in three steps in order to obtain a suitable equation for the densitymatrix of the electron that
achieves both abovementioned goals (a) and (b). First, wewill assume that the electron is in the conduction band
and describe ongoing localization (section 3.2.1). Second, wewill extend the densitymatrix to include also the
bound electron state in order to describe additionally that the transition (or non-transition) becomes definite
(section 3.2.2). Third, wewill generalize tomany electrons that interact with the incoming photon, each of which
could become excited to the conduction band (but atmost one of them) (section 3.2.3). The resulting equations
will be interpreted in section 5.2 and in particular in part 5.2.4, wherewewill argue that they describe indeed a
collapse and not a quantum system that is entangledwith the environment.
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3.2.1. Localization of one electron that is in the conduction band
The effect of the phonon degrees of freedomon the electron can be generally captured bywriting a nonunitary
equation for the time evolution of the densitymatrix of a single electron. Usually, such nonunitary equations of
the Lindblad type are derived or are argued to be derivable by starting from a unitary time evolution of the
considered system (here: the electron) and the environment (here: themany phononic degrees of freedom), and
by taking the trace over the environmental degrees of freedom, see for instance [37]. However, such equations
can also be derived by imposing theminimal logical requirements, which are symmetries, relevant degrees of
freedom, positive-definiteness and conservation of probability of the densitymatrix, and the semi-group
property of the time evolution operator [38] (this is the theory of Kraus operators). In this case, no specificmodel
of the environment is required, and even not the assumption that the environment is a quantum system. This
will become important further belowwhenwe need to discuss the interpretation of the outcome of the time
evolution of the densitymatrix and the nature of the phonon heat bath.

The equation available in the literature to describe the ongoing localization of the electron is an extension of
theCaldeira–Leggett [39] equation, which is for instance given in [26, 37]:

  
r r
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where ρ is the densitymatrix of the electron andT is the temperature of the environment. TheHamilton
operatorH contains the kinetic energy and possibly further contributions to unitary time evolution due to the
interactionwith the environment, and in absence of the other terms it would lead to a continuous increase of the
width of the electronwave packet. The last three terms can be summarized to give the expression
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and a rate constant γ that depends on the strength of coupling between the electron and the heat bath. Note the
similarity ofAjwith the annihilation operator of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator! Just as for the
annihilation operator of the harmonic oscillator, the eigenfunctions ofAj areGaussianwave packets,

l
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Thewidth of these wave packets is given byλ, which is half the thermal de Broglie wave length of an electron at
temperatureT. In the absence ofH, the stationary solutions of (10) are the eigenfunctions ofAj, i.e. Gaussian
wave packets. Equation (10) thus describes the combined effect of two competing processes: the delocalization of
the electronwave packet by the action ofH, and the localization by the action ofAj. The crystal structure is
anisotropic, i.e. introduces preferred directions. But this is not relevant for our purpose, because the thermal
wavelength of the electron ismuch larger than the lattice spacing.

Note that an arrow of time has been introduced here already, as equation (10) is not time reversible.

3.2.2.Making the transition definite
So far, we have not included the bound electron state in the time evolution following the interactionwith the
photon. In the following, we denote the stateψ(τ) of equation (7) in a simplifiedmanner as a bñ + ñ∣ ∣g e ,
dropping the photon from the notation of the ground state since it hasmoved on elsewhere and is not relevant
anymore. The electron densitymatrix at the beginning of the interactionwith the phonons is therefore given by

* *r a b ab a b r r r= ñá + ñá + ñá + ñá º + +∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )g g e e g e e g , 12g e
2 2

int

with the last termbeing the quantummechanical interference term thatmakes the densitymatrix non-classical.
Interaction of the phononswith the ground state of the electrons is responsible for the dark count rate, whichwe
neglect here, assuming that it is small.We thereforemodel the ground state as not interactingwith the phonons,
i.e. as an eigenfunction ofH, andwe set [H, ρg]=0 and ñ = ñ =∣ ∣†A g A g 0j j . By taking the bound state into
account, the time evolution (10) of the densitymatrix thus becomes generalized to
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The time evolution of the interference term is therefore
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which describes a steady decrease of the interference term, since †A Aj j is a positive semidefinitematrix and ñ∣e is
never exactly an eigenstate ofAj to the eigenvalue 0. After a sufficiently long time, it has gone to zero, andwe are
left with a densitymatrix

r r r a b= + = ñá + ñá∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( )g g e t e t , 15g e
2 2

the time evolution of which is given by ρg=const and
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This represents a classical combination of a bound electron, which occurs with probability a∣ ∣2, and an electron
in the conduction band that occurs with probability b a= -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣12 2 and undergoes ongoing localization.We
postpone the interpretation of this result to section 5.1. There, wewill argue that this describes indeed a‘collapse’
of the electronwave function to a definite result.Wewill argue that the heat bath cannot be described by pure
quantummechanics but by a collection of localizedwave packets that showquantum coherence only over
limited time and length scales, and therefore the electronwave packet becomes also localized, avoiding the
interpretational problems arising in the context of decoherence theory. In this way, our considerations apply to a
single electron detection event, even though it is a densitymatrix calculation. Again an arrow of time occurs
here. Its source has to dowith the nature of the heat bath in its cosmological context, see section 5.6.

3.2.3. Generalization tomany electrons
When there areN electrons, all of which canmake a transition to the conduction band due to the incoming
photon, the time evolution (7) becomes

   åy a b= ¼ ñ + ¼ ñw- +

=
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wherewe have again summarized the differentmomentum contributions to the excited state of each electron
into one term in order to simplify notation. The second and third term of theHamiltonian (6) are now replaced
with sums over all electrons. The time evolution of the coefficientsα andβi becomes

*
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Here, we have again implemented energy conservation and simplified the notation for the coupling coefficients
g, as we have done before when going to equations (9). Assuming that all electrons are equivalent, we canmake
all gi identical, =g gi , and allβi identical apart from a phase factor due to the different positions of the electrons,

b b= ei
kxi i. By defining =g̃ N g and = á ñb̃ N b e kxi i , we can thenwrite (18) in the form

*
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The set ofN electrons thus behaves like a single electron, butwith a larger coupling coefficient and therefore a
faster increase of the amplitude of the excited electron state.

So far, the time evolution of the system is reversible, and the coherent superposition in the second term of
(17) can in principle return to the ground state by re-emitting the photon. Such processes have indeed been
observed [40] for superpositions ofmore than 1010 electrons in specifically designed experimental setupswhere
the interactionwith the phonon bath is sufficiently weak. In the case of a detector, we have the opposite situation
where the interactionwith the phonon bath rapidly closes the timewindow for coherent re-emission.We
therefore proceed again by calculating the consequences of the interaction of the system (17)with the phonon
bath. The time evolution of the densitymatrix contains now a sumover all electrons on the right-hand side of
(13), and the interference termnow includes interference between the excited states of different electrons. If we
assume that the effect of the heat bath on the different electrons is uncorrelated between the electrons, the time
evolution now goes to a blockdiagonal formwhere all interference terms between different electrons have
vanished, in addition to the interference between the ground state and the excited state of each electron. This
means that the densitymatrix assumes the form
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whichmeans that we obtain a long-termbehavior described by an equation (16) for each electron, with the
different equations being decoupled from each other. The probability that electron number i becomes excited is
given by b∣ ∣i 2. Again, the interpretation of this result and the explanation how this describes wave function
collapse is referred to sections 5.1 and 5.2. In section 4, wewill generalize the results further in order to cover the
double-slit experiment. Thenwewill see that a calculation of this type gives the Born rule for position
measurements.

3.3. Electron conduction
Conduction of the electron is described on themostmicroscopic level by linear response theory. Generally,
linear response theory describes the response of an observable (here: the current density) to an applied external
field (here: the electrical field) that couples to a system variable (here: the charge density). This response is
expressed in terms of a susceptibility (here: the electrical conductivity). In a general notation: ifA is the operator
thefield couples to (charge density) andB the operator corresponding to themeasured observable, the
dynamical susceptibility that describes the response is given by [41]


c q- ¢ = - ¢ á ¢ ñ( ) ( ) [ ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )] ( )t t t t A t B t

i
, . 21AB 0

The expectation value is takenwith respect to the quantum state of the system and using an appropriate
thermodynamic equilibrium ensemble (ifT>0).

Interestingly, linear response theory breaks explicitly time reversal invariance and invokes the concept of
causality [42], an issuewhichwewill take up again in section 5.3. The situation is evenmore complicated than
this: In order to evaluate (21) for the case of electron conduction, one does not employ a straightforward
quantummechanical calculation of expectation values and partition functions based on a purelymicroscopic
description. In thewords of Tony Leggett [25],

No-one has ever come even remotely within reach of derivingOhm’s law frommicroscopic prin-
ciples without a whole host of auxiliary assumptions (‘physical approximations’), which one
almost certainly would not have thought ofmaking unless one knew in advance the result one
wanted to get.

The best known and simplest derivation ofOhm’s law is obtained from theDrudemodel, inwhich electrons are
considered as classical particles that are repeatedly accelerated by the electrical field and lose velocity due to
scattering events, which are accounted for only implicitly by introducing a relaxation time. Themost detailed
type of derivation ofOhm’s law is for instance given in [36, chapter 24] by describing the electron as awave
packet and using a Boltzmann equation for describing collisions with phonons (see section 24.2, p 368f and
consider the case of constant temperature and chemical potential).

Whenwe denote the (space- and time-dependent) electron density with f, the Boltzmann equation for
electrons in an electric field has the form
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with the collision termbeing due to collisions with lattice defects and phonons and the left-hand side describing
the total time derivative. If we ignore lattice defects (for instance by assuming a perfect crystal), the collision term
depends only on phonons and has the form
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with the various scattering cross sectionsW andwith a phonon distribution function g according to thermal
equilibrium. This equation is based on electron density and not on single electrons. But since the electrons do
not interact with each other in this theory, the Boltzmann equation can also be used for a single electron by
interpreting it as an equation for the probability density.
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Interestingly, the authormentions thatmore generally the phonon distribution function is affected by
collisions with the electrons. Thismeans that there is a feedback between electrons and phonons, whichwill be
discussed further below in section 5.2.5.

The Boltzmann equation is based on aMarkov assumption, since nomemory effects are taken into account.
This implies that those degrees of freedom that are not considered explicitly can be supposed to be in
equilibrium,whichmeans that they have forgotten the past. Furthermore, equation (22) breaks time reversal
symmetry. Below, in sections 5.3 and 5.6, wewill discuss these interesting issues further.

3.4. Amplification
The amplification processmakes the transition triggered by the photonmacroscopic. In the specific context
considered by us, this amplification process takes place in formof an avalanche, where electrons in the
conduction band induce transitions of further electrons to the conduction band. The general type ofmodel
suitable to describe such a process uses a position-dependent rate equation for the density of bound and excited
electrons. Parameters in this equation are themean electron velocity v and a transition rateα that depends on the
cross section for the excitation of electrons by other excited electrons
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Again, aMarkov assumption ismade and time reversal symmetry is broken.

3.5.Detector output
Amacroscopic pointer of some kind indicates that a current isflowing, whichmeans that a photon has been
detected. The pointer deflection can be obtained by an analog, classicalmechanism. For instance, the current
that results from the avalanche process can be sent to amoving coil ammeter. In this device, the current goes
through a (macroscopic) coil withN turns and face areaA that can rotate in amagnetic field


B , whichwe assume

to be homogeneous in order to keep equations simple. The torque on the coil due to the current I is ´
 

NIA B ,
with the direction of the vector


A pointing along the coil axis (i.e. it is perpendicular to the face area). The torque

causes the deviation of the pointer from its equilibriumorientation by an angle θ, which is counteracted by
springs. Assuming a linear restoring force−cθ and a friction force hq- ˙ , the equation ofmotion of the angle θ (to
which the pointer is attached so that θ can be read off) is

q q hq q= - -˙ ( )J NIAB c¨ cos , 24

with J being themoment of inertia of the coil. This is a classical equation framed in terms of classical concepts.
In digital devices, the current leads for instance to emission of light by an LED (which can for this purpose be

described also in classical language).

3.6. Reset
The reset process, which restores the initialmetastable statementioned in section 2.2, is essentially a process of
state preparation and hence is non-unitary and so cannot be described by the Schrödinger equation [1]. It is
therefore achieved by some operational aspect of themacroscopic apparatus. Theway it works is context
dependent, but in general is of the nature of filling again all vacated sites with electrons to achieve the desired
uniform initial state, withminimum information represented (a ‘blank slate’).

Landauer’s principle [43] holds that any logically irreversiblemanipulation of information, such as the
erasure of a bit,must be accompanied by a corresponding entropy increase in non-information-bearing degrees
of freedomof the information-processing apparatus or its environment [44]. Thus the reset process will cost an
energy of at leastD =E kT ln 2 per bit.

Theway this works outwill be context dependent: the energy required for the reset process will need to be
investigated in each case by relating it to the number of bits involved in the reset process, which overwrites
whatever was there in the relevant locations and hence is a process of deleting bits.

4. Two slit experiment

Let us now generalize themodeling done in section 3 to a two-slit experiment.We consider the situation that
only one photon at a time is sent through the double slit. Usually, a photographic plate or a screen is used in this
experiment in order tomake the interference pattern visible that results after a sufficient number of photons
have been sent through the slits. In order to apply the considerations of the previous section, we replace the
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screen by a set ofmany identical photodiodes, which together cover the entire area of interest. Each of the
detectors has its location


r in the two-dimensional plane and covers a small area a.Wewill show that at each

event, each detector will click with a probability proportional to the intensity of the interference pattern at the
location of the detector.

Let us denote the photon amplitude at the location

xn of detector number nwith

( )A xn . The coupling
coefficients gin of the electrons in detector n to the photon are then proportional to

( )A xn . Equation (17)now
contains a sumover n in addition to the sumover i, and the state vectors contain the states of all electrons in all
detectors
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If we assume that all detectors are identical and all electronswithin a detector are equivalent, we can again drop
the index i in the coupling coefficients g and the amplitudesβ. Formany detectors, equations (19) take then the
form (againwith b b= á ñ˜ N en n
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Integrating the second equation, we obtain

òb a= ¢ ¢˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )t g t td . 27n n
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Now it is important to note that the integral is the same for all detectors, sinceα is the amplitude of the state in
which none of the electrons in none of the detectors is excited. Thismeans that the amplitude b̃n that an electron
in detector n is excited is proportional to g̃n, which in turn is proportional to the amplitude of the photon at the
location of that detector,

( )A xn .
We can continue the calculation exactly as in section 3.2. If we assume that the effect of the heat bath on the

different electrons in the different detectors is uncorrelated, the joint densitymatrix for all electrons evolves
again to a blockdiagonal form
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wherewe have denoted the total number of detectors withM. By deriving equation (27), we have shown that
βn(t) is proportional to

( )A xn . Thismeans that the probability that detector number n clicks (which is given by
b b= ˜N n n

2 2
) is proportional to

∣ ( )∣A xn
2. This is Born’s rule for positionmeasurements. Again, the deeper

discussion of how a densitymatrix that contains classical probabilities is related to outcomes of one-time
measurements is referred to section 5.1.

5. Key issues in the derivation

A series of key issues underlie what we have done. These are, where the collapse happens (section 5.1); the
important roles of the heat bath and heat sink (section 5.2); issues to dowith causality (section 5.3); the
importance of classical ingredients (section 5.4); the significance of top-down effects from thewider context
(section 5.5); and the arrow of time issue (section 5.6).

5.1.Where the collapse happens
The key step is the localization process thatmakes an end to the linear superposition that is created by the
interaction of the incoming photonwith the electrons of the detectors.We havemodeled this step three times,
first for one electron in a superposition of the ground state and the excited state (in the conduction band), then
formany electrons in a superpositionwhere atmost one electron is in the excited state, and then formany
detectors. The initial linear superpositions (7), (17), and (25), whichwere created by the interactionwith the
incoming photon, interactedwith their respective surrounding heat baths, leading to a reduced densitymatrix
for the electrons that has the blockdiagonal form (15), (20), and (28) for the three cases. The probabilities for the
different possible outcomes are given by the traces over the respective blocks and agreewith Born’s rule. These
outcomes are either that the photon is still present and none of the electrons is in the conduction band, or the
photon has been absorbed and one of the electrons in one of the detectors is in the conduction band.

So far, our calculation follows the standard procedure in the theory of open quantum systems. The
important task now consists in relating themixed densitymatrices obtained by the calculations to one-time
events. The densitymatrices describe an ensemble of events as they contain simultaneously all possible
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outcomes. The time evolution leading from the initial linear superposition to the finalmixed state was described
by a deterministic equation (13) for the case of one electron, and by the appropriate generalized equations for
more electrons. Althoughwe ascribed this time evolution to the interactionwith the heat bath, we did not yet
specify the properties of the heat bath. If the heat bathwas described by amany-particle wave function that
evolves deterministically in interactionwith the electrons, the reduced densitymatrix of the electronswould
describe a system that is entangledwith the environment, and themeasurement problemwould not be resolved.
However, if the heat bath is not described by a deterministic, unitary time evolution, but has a stochastic time
evolution and limited quantum coherence, then the deterministic time evolution of the reduced densitymatrix
must be interpreted as describing an ensemble of electronwave functions, each if which follows a time evolution
thatmatches one of the possible time evolutions of the heat bath.

Our central task in the next subsection is therefore a careful discussion of the properties of the heat bath.We
will argue that the heat bath cannot be described by a global wave function, and that therefore an entangled state
of electronwith the entire heat bath cannot exist. Instead, the time evolution of the reduced densitymatrix of the
electronmust be interpreted by unraveling it in terms of a stochastic equation for the electronwave function.
This leads to definitive, stochasticmeasurement outcomes, such as in equation (4).

The timescale of the collapse process is given by the decoherence time.However, with our view of the heat
bath this decoherence time cannot be interpreted in the usual way. Usually, decoherence time is defined as the
time scale beyondwhich the different environmental states that occur in the entangledwave function become
orthogonal. Here, it is the time scale over which thememory of the initial state of the heat bath is lost.

The subsequent steps described in sections 3.3–3.5 use semiclassical or classical equations. The analysis thus
presupposes that during electron conduction and amplification thewave packets of electrons remain localized
through ongoing interactionwith the phonon bath, again emphasizing that the localization of the electron by the
heat bath is the crucial step thatmakes the transition fromquantum to (semi-)classical behavior.

5.2. The important roles of the heat bath and heat sink
Heat baths play a key role in decoherence theory and in the theory of open quantum systems. In those theories,
the considered quantum system is coupled to an environment that includesmany degrees of freedom.When
decoherence is considered in the context of themeasurement process, the environmental degrees of freedom are
taken to be the internal degrees of freedomof the (macroscopic)measurement apparatus. In the standard case,
whichwe consider here, the environmental degrees of freedom are in thermal equilibrium, so the environment
is a heat bath. In decoherence theory, heat baths are understood to be quantum-mechanicalmany-particle
systems that follow a unitary time evolution. By taking the trace over thosemany degrees of freedomandmaking
a couple of plausible approximations, decoherence theory arrives at a (nonunitary) equation for the time
evolution of the reduced densitymatrix of the quantum system. This reduced densitymatrix is that of amixed
state.We have given an explicit expression for the reduced densitymatrix relevant for the situation considered
by us in equations (28) and (16), building on the achievements obtained by decoherence theory.However, in
contrast to the decoherence community, we do not believe that the heat bath can be described by amany-particle
wave function that follows unitary time evolution. Apart from the fact that such amonstrum can neither be
prepared nor bemeasured, assuming its existence leads to themain problem related to themeasurement
process, namely how a singlemeasurement event gives a definitemeasurement outcome [3]. The consistent
histories approach [12, 15] avoids this problemby considering stochastic families of histories and notwave
functions as real, however, we do not consider this as a satisfactory way out, as will be discussed below in
section 6.2.

By ascribing to the heat bath only those properties that are knownwith high confidence, wewill show in the
following that the interpretational problemof themeasurement process can be avoided. These properties are
those that feature in the formalism of statistical physics, among them a limited number of distinguishable states
(with the logarithmof this number given essentially by entropy), and stochastic transitions.Wewill argue that
thismeans that the heat bath can be described by a collection of local wave packets that have a certain degree of
quantum coherence, but their time evolution deviates fromunitary dynamics beyond certain length and time
scales.

In the following, we discuss in detail this nature of a heat bath (section 5.2.1), including the thermal
wavelength (29) and thermal time (31); local wave packets (section 5.2.2); heat baths versus decoherence
(section 5.2.3); heat baths and stochastic wave function dynamics (section 5.2.4); feedback between a quantum
system and heat bath (section (5.2.5); and the heat sink (section 5.2.6). Heat sinks are part of the larger
environment of quantum systems, beyond the internal heat bath of themeasurement device. Heat sinks are
usually ignored in decoherence theory, butwewill argue that they play an important role atmaking quantum
events definite, in particular by breaking time-reversal symmetry.
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5.2.1. The nature of a heat bath
Let usfirst definewhatwemean by a heat bath. Often, quantum systems are called ‘thermalized’when their time
evolution has led to a state inwhich classical observables (sumvariables, correlation functions) take values as in
the equilibrium ensembles of statistical physics [45]. Such states can already occur in systems that consist of only
a few particles and in zero-temperature systems.

In contrast, we confine the definition of a heat bath to an equilibrated system that consists of amacroscopic
number of interacting degrees of freedom such that the system shows a nonzero temperature in the sense
understood by thermodynamics, namely that the temperature can bemeasuredwith a thermometer, and that
the system emits thermal radiation (so theremust be a heat sink to receive that radiation).

The requirements thatmust be satisfied by a system in order to qualify as a heat bath in this (thermodynamic)
sense are [31]:

(i) the boundary of the system is irrelevant for the thermal fluctuations inside (i.e. thermalized systems are
extensive with respect to their thermodynamic properties);

(ii) the density of states is so large and transitions between different states are so numerous that the width of the
energy levels (which is related to the inverse of their lifetime) is larger than their distance. This leads to
random energy exchange between the internal degrees of freedomand to the heat bath being uncontrollable
fromoutside.

We consider these properties as sufficient for an environment that induces awave function collapse.While
extensivity and the full range of other thermodynamic propertiesmight not be necessary, the quasi-continuous
spectrum and the resulting uncontrollability of themicroscopic state fromoutside and the irreversibility due to
the continuing emission of photons are necessary in our view. Even amicroscopic true detection device should
therefore be coupled to amacroscopic number (i.e. a continuum) of degrees of freedom that exchange energy
with each other andwith themeasured quantum system. These degrees of freedommust be considered as part of
the detector. The adsorption of a photon by amacroscopic object is therefore not in itself a sufficient criterion
for awave function collapse.

Stochasticity in the heat bath:The internal state transitions, coupled to the emission of photons from the
surface of the heat bath, leads to stochasticity in the system. In fact, quantum statisticalmechanics, which is our
best theory for thermalized systems, is based on probabilities as fundamental ingredients for the calculation of
partition functions. Of course, it has been suggested that these probabilities can be calculated starting from a
unitarily evolvingmany-particle wave function [45], however, this approach burdens statisticalmechanics with
exactly the same interpretational problems as themeasurement process, and it has been criticized for instance in
[8]. Furthermore, due to the emission of photons a fully quantummechanical description of the heat bath by
unitary time evolutionwould need to include an ever increasing entanglement with the external world. Claiming
that such a unitary time evolution occurs nevertheless has no basis in physics as an empirical science. Thewave
function of the heat bath plus environment can neither be controlled normeasured [33], not even in principle.
Thermodynamic systems can only be controlled top-down by (classical!)macrovariables, and the second law of
thermodynamics teaches us that their intrinsic dynamicsmerely adjusts to the values of thesemacrovariables,
without preferring one of its internalmicrostates over the other. This is just the feature ofmultiple realizability
that occurs in top down causation [34, 46].

Thermal wavelength:The stochastic dynamics leads to a limitedmemory of the past and a limited temporal
and spatial range over which quantum coherence and linear superposition hold. Concordantly, the statistical
mechanical calculations for ideal gases, for instance, result in a characteristic length scale, called the thermal
wavelength, which is formassless particles (such as phonons or photons) given by
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with c being the velocity of the considered (quasi-)particle. For nonrelativistic particles ofmassm it is given by
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These length scales feature prominently e.g. in the textbook byKittel [47]. Beyond the thermal wavelength, the
system is described by classical statisticalmechanics, butwhen relevant scales (such as the distance between
particles) become of the order of the thermal wavelength quantum effects become relevant. This fact is taught in
particular in the context of Bose–Einstein condensation, where the condition that the average particle distance
becomes of the order of the thermal de Broglie wave length gives (up to a factor of order 1) the correct
condensation temperature.
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Thermal time:Closely associatedwith the thermal wavelength is the thermal time
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which is the time after which a thermal wave packet hasmoved a distance of the orderλth.
The thermal time and length thus describe the temporal and spatial range over which quantum coherence

occurs. They play exactly this role also in calculations in decoherence theory, when the reduced dynamics of the
quantum system is considered. (See also section 3.2.1, wherewe have used such an equation.)

5.2.2. Local wave packets
Since quantum correlations occur in thermalized systems only on the scales given by the thermal length and
time, the description bywave functions can only be used on these scales. In fact,manymodels and calculations
are actually based on local wave packets, such as the semiclassical theories referred to in section 3.3, or wave
packetmolecular dynamics simulations or even ab initiomolecular dynamics simulations, which take quantum
coherence into account only on short scales. Furthermore, these theories assume that wave packets remainwave
packets during their time evolution. Thismeans that thesewave packets become localized again and again by a
‘collapse’ process that picks one of the different possible time evolutions of thewave packet.

When applied to the heat bath, thismeans that a proper quantummechanical view of a heat bath is a
collection of localizedwave packets describing phonons. Similarly, as done above, the electron in the conduction
band, which exchanges energywith the phonons, is described by awave packet that remains localized. Unitary
time evolution can thus be applied only locally and over a limited time. Beyond, deviations fromunitary time
evolutionmust be taken into account.

5.2.3. Heat baths versus decoherence
Our discussion of the heat bath shows that those properties of a heat bath that can be verified empirically are very
different from the linear, unitary description that is presumed in decoherence theory. A unitary time evolution
of the heat bath has no empirical basis: the state of a heat bath cannot bemicroscopically controlled. It can be
controlled only via themacro-variables. Concordantly, statistical physics tells us that the state of a heat bath
cannot be specified exactly (whichwould require an infinite number of bits [27]), but only with the number of
bits given by its entropy, which in turn depends only on a fewmacroscopic properties (such as temperature and
density of states). Thus there is noway, even in principle, to prepare identical copies of a heat bath or tomeasure
its wave function.

Interestingly, decoherence theorymust alwaysmake assumptions about the randomness or
uncorrelatedness of the degrees of freedomof the bath in order to ‘derive’ the desiredmixed densitymatrix. Such
assumptions are ad hoc and presuppose what theywant to show, namely that quantum correlations need to be
considered only on short length and time scales [21]. In contrast, when stochasticity is included as a feature of the
time evolution of a heat bath phases become randomized and amemory over a limited time emerges naturally,
and so do Lindblad-type equations of evolution.

Summarizing our discussion of the heat bath and the difference to decoherence theory so far, there are
several fundamental problems associatedwith the attempt to describe the heat bath by a unitary time evolution:
first, it is not even in principle verifiable experimentally; second, it is responsible for themeasurement problem
as it always leads to entangled states that contain all possible future time evolutions of the quantum system that
interacts with the bath, and not to a unique, stochastic outcome (for this reason these calculations are
supplementedwith interpretations that account for this stochasticity, see sections 1.2 and 6.2); third,
decoherence calculations cannot dowithout including randomness from the onset, they onlymove it back to the
initial state which is assumed to be described by a set of sufficiently random real numbers, leading to sufficiently
uncorrelated states at later times. But ‘real numbers are not really real’ [48], they are onlymathematical objects.
Infinite precision is not a physical concept [49]. Andfinally, due to the emission of thermal radiation a heat bath
is not a closed system and cannot be turned into a closed systemby including afinite, larger environment. In
contrast, our description of the heat bath has none of these problems as it is based on empirically known facts,
and openness and stochasticity are explicitly included as its features. In the next subsections, wewill see how it
gives unique outcomes for the electron time evolution.

5.2.4. Unraveling the time evolution of the reduced densitymatrix
With the outlined understanding of the nature of a heat bath, the densitymatrix (20) cannot be interpreted as the
reduced densitymatrix of a pure state that represents an entanglement of the system and the heat bath. Only the
electron can be described by awave function, not the combined system.Due to the limited range of quantum
coherence of the heat bath, the electronwave functionmust become localizedwithin the distance of this
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coherence length. Thismeans that not only the phonons, but also the electron is described bywave packets of a
limited extension.

In order to obtain an equation of evolution directly for the electronwave function, the theory of open
quantum systems [37] provides useful tools. These tools allow the unraveling of the time evolution of a density
matrix, which follows a Lindblad equation, in terms of a stochastic time evolution of awave function. Such an
unraveling can be done in different ways, by introducing jumpprocesses or continuous-time stochastic
evolution [50].We suggest that a continuous-time stochastic wave function dynamics is indeed the correct way
that the densitymatrix that describes the electron should be interpreted. In fact, all calculations that rely on
semiclassical dynamics of wave packets presume that a continuous localization process occurs, which is
nonunitary and has stochastic contributions.

The time evolution of the densitymatrix leads to an important feature of thewave function trajectory: Since
the densitymatrix evolves to a blockdiagonal form, it does not allow transitions of thewave function between the
differentHilbert spaces that are represented by the blocks. Thus the time evolution of the electronwave function
is non-ergodic and gets trapped in one of the diagonal blocks! This is exactly what is needed in order to obtain a
‘collapse’ of the initially entangled state of the electrons that interact with the photon to a non-entangled state in
which one of these electrons (or none) ends up in the conduction band. It is also needed for the above
semiclassical and classical description of the subsequent chain of events, until the detector indicates the
measuring result.

5.2.5. Feedback between quantum system and heat bath
Wehavementioned above that an important feature of a heat bath is the random exchange of energy between its
degrees of freedom. Thismeans that there are feedback loops between these different degrees of freedom. Such
feedback loops introduce nonlinearities into the system, and this cannot be described by the unitary time
evolution of awave function [1]. Unitary time evolution excludes feedbacks, as is best visible inQFT
calculations, where awave function propagates from its source (or initial state that is prepared by a nonunitary
process similar to themeasurement process) to itsfinal state, where it ismeasured or absorbed (again a
nonunitary process).

We have taken into account these feedbacks or nonlinearities implicitly by arguing that the time evolution of
the heat bath is not unitary.However, we have not taken into account feedbacks between the electron and the
heat bath.

In this respect, we did not yet go sufficiently far away fromdecoherence theory.We have used a Lindblad
equation, which is linear in the densitymatrix and does not include an influence from the systemon the
environment, although the presence of the electron clearly affects the dynamics of the surrounding nuclei.
Admittedly, there does not yet exist a theory that includes this effect, and deriving it would define a research
program in its own right. Nevertheless, theoretical tools of the type required here are available to some extent:
once the effect of the electron on the heat bath is included, there is a feedback loop from the electron via the heat
bath back to the electron, whichmeans that one obtains a nonlinear Schroedinger equation.Here is a simple
model that implements this idea: wewrite the Schrödinger equation of the electron as
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with the potentialV being due to the external environment, which is formed by the ions (screened by the
presence of other electrons) of the lattice of the detectormaterial. The potential itself changes due to the changing
electronwave function, which exerts a force on the ions that depends on the electron charge density
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The functional f depends in general on the entire function y ( )x t, . Integrating this equation and inserting it into
the equation for the electronwave function gives
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This is a nonlinear Schrödinger equation that is nonlocal in time and space. If we assume that the electronwave
function changes slowly, the time integral on the right-hand side can be replacedwith y([∣ ( )∣ ])f t 2 . A particular
example of such an equation is the Schrödinger–Newton equation, which is a Schrödinger equationwhere the
potential termdescribes gravitational self-interaction of thewave function. This equation has been suggested to
describe gravitational wave-function collapse [30, 51], but cannot be the full explanation since it is deterministic
[52].When the equation is simplified further by including only a local interaction, one arrives at thewell-known
class of nonlinear Schrödinger equations, which display awealth of different phenomena, for instance solitons.
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All this shows that by including a feedbackwith the environment, a localization of thewave function can in
general be obtained. A full and satisfactory theory, which includes also stochastic effects due to the fluctuations
inherent in the thermalmotion of the ions, would still need to beworked out.

5.2.6. The heat sink
Decoherence theory assumes that the heat bath (or environment) can be a closed systemwith a unitary time
evolution.However, the true environment withinwhich themeasurement process takes place ismuch larger
than this.We have alreadymentioned that a heat bath emits thermal radiation into the surroundingworld. The
heat sink is additionally required for the reset process.

In fact, thewider environment provides both sources for incoming particles that deposit high-grade energy
in the system (such as the photon that is being detected by our setup), and a heat sink that allows irreversible
processes to take place by freely absorbing low grade output radiated energy, i.e. the heat sink is essentially
unaffected by the energy sent to it. The ultimate heat sink for the irreversible processes on Earth is the dark night
sky (Penrose [53]: 413–415; [54]: 256–258). It receives radiation that has a higher entropy (per amount of energy)
than the radiation that originally reached the Earth from the Sun. This energyflow to and from the Earth is what
creates an overall non-equilibrium situation and so allows irreversible processes, such as themeasurement
process, to take place.

Ultimately the heat sink exists because of the very special initial state of theUniversewhich inter alia leads to
a dark night sky that can receive our low gradewaste radiation (Penrose [53]: 391–449). The thermodynamic
arrow of time depends on these special initial conditions. This is discussed further in section 5.6 below.

5.3. Causality
It is often argued that the concept of causality has become superseded, since it is now replaced by functional
relationships that relate initial and final states by deterministic equations ofmotion, which are furthermore
time-reversible [55]. The reasons for this view are that the supposedly fundamental theories of physics are
deterministic and time-reversible. However, this view is based on a rather incomplete and idealized view of
physics [56].When considering the various steps involved in the calculations outlined in previous sections, it
becomes clear that this simple view is not sustained in the calculations that are performed in practice. In
particular, one assumes that the initial state of themeasurement device is in a (metastable) equilibrium,which is
affected neither by previousmeasurements, nor does it know yet about the incoming photon. This initial state is
often the result of a reset process after the previousmeasurement, see the discussion in section 3.6. It is
important that this state is reproducible, so that the changes that will be observed during ameasurement can be
said to be caused by the incoming photon.Note that using thewords ‘initial state’has already assumed the arrow
of time, which underlies the usual notion of causation: an effect occurs after its cause.

The concept of an initial state that does not carry unwanted or uncontrolled traces of past events is an
essential prerequisite of the linear response theory calculation that is used for describing electron conduction:
the system starts out in thermal equilibrium, and the step function q - ¢( )t t in (21) explicitly breaks time
reversal invariance. The Boltzmann equation (22) and the avalanche equations (23) also break time reversal
symmetry and implement the idea that a ‘cause’ (here: amoving electron) triggers an ‘effect’ (here: themoving of
more electrons into the conduction band). Anymore detailed, quantum-mechanical description of this process
would need to employ Lindblad-type equations such as (10), which are again not invariant under time reversal.
Aswe have discussed thoroughly in section 5.2, all this is enabled by the truly stochastic nature of a heat bath,
which allows to forget the past and to establish an equilibrium state that is determined by nothingmore than the
macroscopic variables that control it.

5.4. Classical ingredients
The above calculations and considerations demonstrate the fact that quantum calculations and quantum
processes always depend on a classical context [31]. Discussions of quantum experiments certainly do so: they
rely onmany classical components, including classical detectors, as can be seen in any experimental quantum
paper. For exampleDiagram 1b of [40] showsmany classical devices including single-photon detectors, a
periodically poledKTPwaveguide,monochromatic laser, dichroicmirror, afiber-based 50/50 beamsplitter,
electro-opticalmodulator, polarization beamsplitter, and the quantummemory itself.

Inmore detail as regards the detector, its classical structure determines the possible processes that can occur.
In our example, the structure is designed such that there are bound electron states that canmake a transition to
conduction electrons upon excitation due to the interactionwith an incoming photon. Themacroscopic
structure defines the degrees of freedom that constitute the internal heat bath. It also defines the nonequilibrium
conditions that are exploitedwhen removing the electron from its original site via an electrical field andwhen
the avalanche process takes place. The detection process itself involves a definite transition to a (classical)final
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state of the apparatus that is different from the initial state. And above all this, the entire description of a
quantumprocess presupposes the concepts of space and time, which are also classical concepts.

Whilemany researchers aim at deriving the classical world from the quantumworld (e.g. [16]), our view is
different: we agree that the classical world emerges from the quantumworld in the sense that theworld is
quantumon small scales everywhere. However, this does not determine the classical world bottom-up since the
quantumdescription has its limits of validity.When you knit the local quantumbits together, you get aworld
that can no longer as awhole be described in quantum terms [1]. This is related to a limited applicability of
unitary time evolutionwhen dealing for instancewith heat baths [8], as is carefully described above (section 5.2).

Very generally, a fully quantummechanical, unitary time evolution of a quantum system is always confined
to limited time interval between ‘preparation’ and ‘detection’. It takes placewithin a givenHilbert space that is
always defined by themacroscopic context inwhich the time evolution occurs. Often, potentials

( )V x are
included in the Schrödinger equation, whichmeans that the external environment is treated classically and not
as a set of quantumparticles that are entangledwith the considered system.

In contrast, a detection process, and in fact any quantum event, is accompanied by a change in the classical
world, i.e. in theworld that defines the degrees of freedom and the environment for quantumprocesses. It
involves a change ofHilbert spaces, not dynamics within givenHilbert spaces.

The classical world already has an arrow of time built in, associatedwith specialmacroscopic initial
conditions for theUniverse (a ‘Past Condition’: [53, 57–59]: 391–449, [34]: 280). Thus it is plausible that the
microscopic arrow of time occurring in the quantum collapse process [1] is derived by top-down action from the
macroscopic direction of time set by cosmology. This is discussed further in section 5.6.

5.5. Top-down effects from thewider context
Overall, this paper is an example of theway that top-down effects work in physics [34]. There are top-down
effects from themacroscopic setup of themeasurement; from themore detailed,microscopic internal structure
of themeasurement apparatus; from thewider world, which in particular is responsible for the arrow of time;
and from themind of the experimenter, which determines whatmeasurement will take place andwhen.

At themacro level, themeasurement setup determines what kind ofmeasurement is done. In our example,
the detector is designed for the detection of photons and can be used in the context of positionmeasurements, as
illustrated by the two-slit setup. Very generally,measurement devices are constructed and set up in away that the
observable of interest, such as energy, polarization, charge, etccan bemeasured. They can be employed in
variousways, for instance by choosing the directions of polarization to bemeasured in a polarization
measurement, or by decidingwhether awhich-waymeasurement is attempted or not in a two-slit experiment,
and so on.

At themicro level, the context for the interaction is set by a specificmetastable structure that allows
transitions upon impact of the particle that is to be detected. In our example, thismicroscopic structure is
represented by bound states and by a continuumof states (conduction band) of the electrons. This is provided by
the semiconductormaterial and leads to awork function for freeing up an electron, depending on the nature of
thematerial (hence a top-down effect [1]). The structure of the crystalline context (semiconductormaterial)
furthermore leads to amacroscopic number of internal degrees of freedom,which constitute a heat bath of
quasi-particles (phonons), which plays a crucial top-down role at localizing the electron. Similarly, the other
examples formeasurement devices given in section 2.1 have their specificmicroscopic internal structure that is
set up in ametastable state and that provides also a heat bath.

At the global level, the external heat sink provides the arrow of time that is integral to the process, ultimately
originating in the expansion of theUniverse and the associated direction of time, as we discuss in section 5.6.

At themental level, top-down effects due to human decisions and actions determinewhat apparatus is used to
measurewhat and how it is designed, and so causally underlie the existence and nature of the experimental
apparatus, and hence play a key role in its outcomes. Furthermore an additional top-down effect comes from the
context that produces the particle to bemeasured, which in some instances is also decided by the experimenter
(for example the particles detected by the LHC atCERNwere produced by a very complex set of accelerators
designed for that purpose by engineers). These are both aspects of the causal power of thoughts [34], enabled by
themind-brain relation [60].

5.6. The arrowof time
The fundamental issue of the arrow of time has been a recurring theme in previous sections: howdoes the
irreversible nature of themeasurement process, with an associated arrow of time, arise out of the time-
symmetric underlying unitary dynamics embodied in the Schrödinger equation, which has no arrow of time? In
broad terms the answer has already been given: it is determined in a top-downway by the environment
(section 5.5 and [34]). Butmore precisely, how does that work?
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The proposal herewill be that this works in three stages. First, we live in an evolving blockUniverse (EBU)
that sets the global direction of time (section 5.6.1). Second, this is tied to a limited information content and
stochastic transitions, which generate together a thermodynamic arrow of time that is aligned everywhere with the
cosmological arrow of time (section 5.6.2). Third, the thermodynamic arrow of time prevents the conversion of
heat into a coherent emission of electromagnetic radiation, leading to the electrodynamic arrow of time that
necessarily agrees with the direction of time set by cosmology (section 5.6.3).

All this then sets the context whereby heat baths can communicate themacroscopic arrow of time to
quantum systems, as discussed above, thus determining the quantumarrow of time (as experienced in the
measurement process). Thus the arrow of time in quantummeasurements in the end derives from cosmology
[57, 58]: a crucial top-down effect (section 5.5).

5.6.1. The EBU
The idea here is that we live in an EBU [20, 61, 62]which sets the direction of time as a global quantity,
determined by cosmology as understood today [63–65], to be contrastedwith various arrows of time (e.g.
electrodynamic and thermal), which are quantities related to local physics, as discussed below.

The point is that the Einstein field equations determine the evolution of four-dimensional space time
from initial data, but do not specify the boundaries of that space time. In the kind of evolvingUniverse inwhich
we live, the start of theUniverse is represented by an initial singular boundary -.We can represent the present
time as a spacelike surface ( )t which is situated a proper time t after the initial singularity, asmeasured along
the fundamental world lines of cosmology. At each instant t is the age of theUniverse, which in 2015was
measured by the Planck team to be t0=(13.813+T0)×109 years, where <∣ ∣T 0.0380 . The present time keeps
increasing, as time passes; at the time ofwriting in 2018, the age of theUniverse is * = +t t 30 0 . Thus the future
boundary of spacetime keepsmoving to the future as time progress. So at a time t, the spacetime( )t contains
all events from - (at t=0) to ( )t , but none to the future of ( )t . At time t+Δ t (Δ t>0) the spacetime
 + D( )t t contains thewhole previous spacetime( )t plus the small extra bit D ( )t lying between the
surfaces ( )t and  + D( )t t .

The viewpoint then is as follows: at time t0 the past four-dimensional cosmological region( )t0 exists,
because it contains events that causally affect what happens at ( )t0 today (for example, nucleosynthesis
occurring inside stars in the past provided the elements out of which planets aremade today). The present ( )t0

exists: it is the set of events where the indefinite future gives way to the definite past. The future of( )t0 does
not yet exist because it has not yet been determinedwhat will happen there, and events that will happen there
(when it comes into existence) cannot reach back to the present day to changewhat happens today (at amacro
scale). Thus the future is a space of partially determined possibilities (conservation laws have to be obeyed) that
will come into existence in the future. It does not actually exist at the present time. The spacetime as awhole is a
four-dimensional block( )t whose future boundary keeps extending into the future as time t progresses.
Space time exists at time t0 from t=0 to t=t0 but not at later times [20, 61, 62] (seefigure 1) (note that while we
have discussed this in the context of the standard Friedmann–Lemait̂remodels of cosmology, the same structure
will holdmuchmorewidely, for example in perturbed cosmologicalmodels [63]).

Finally the direction of time is the globally determined arrowpointing from the initial time =t 0 at thefixed
starting boundary - of the EBU to the evermoving future boundary ( )t , which is the present.

5.6.2. The thermodynamic arrow of time
So far, we described the concept of an EBUwithin the context of Einstein’s field equations. This is a coarse-
grained description. Implicitly hidden in the EBU concept is the idea that the present state, if described
microscopically, does not contain sufficient information to fullyfix the future time evolution, which inter alia is
implied by the standard quantumuncertainty relations applied to initial data at any time tinit. Thismeans that
unitary time evolution has a limited applicability, and that stochastic eventsmust occur that decide which of
several possible states will be realized, or provide an ensemble of possibilities fromwhich top-down selection
processes can decide an outcome on the basis of higher level selection criteria [34].

This agrees with a realist interpretation of statistical physics: the entropy of a system is, apart from a factor
k ln 2B , identical to the number of bits required to specify themicrostate of the system, given itsmacrostate. If we
take this seriously, the state of a thermodynamic system is not definedmore precisely thanwith this number of
bits. Accordingly, transitions betweenmicrostates are stochastic within the formalismof statistical physics. They
are not determined uniquely by the underlying quantumphysics for reasons discussed in section 5.2 on heat
baths. From a discrete set of states, combinedwith stochastic transitions, an increase of entropy in the future
direction of time follows in a naturalmanner, since time evolution leads locally to thosemacrostates that can be
realized inmanymoreways bymicrostates because they occupy vastly larger regions of phase space [53]. In an
isolated system, the time evolution leads to an equilibriumwhich hasmaximum entropy, provided the system is
ergodic, i.e.that for each initial state there is a time after which the system can be in any of its states with a
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nonvanishing probability. In our discussion of the heat bath above, we havemade explicit use of the stochastic
nature of systems in thermodynamic equilibrium.

Wehave thus argued that the thermodynamic arrow of time is inseparably linked to the cosmological arrow
of time, where the expansion of theUniverse leads to a decrease of the temperature of the primordial plasma as
the time passes and the standard thermal history of theUniverse, involving baryosynthesis, nucleosynthesis,
decoupling, and so on, ensues [63–65]. Both arrows of time are tied to a limited amount of information
specifying the present state of theUniverse and stochastic transitions that realize one of several possible future
states.

In order to obtain the nonequilibrium situation realized in theUniverse, it is necessary that local entropy is
not alreadymaximized, which is aPast Condition, as discussed byAlbert [59]. That requires, as pointed out by
Penrose ([53]: 391–449; [54]: 241–258), that theUniversemust start off in a very special initial conditionwhere
inhomogeneities are limited (else the huge possible entropy of black holes would imply a highly inhomogeneous
state of existencewithmany primordial black holes and no development of galaxies and planets). The expansion
of theUniverse leads to an increasing number of possible states, and it is responsible formaintaining a
nonequilibrium situation, which relaxes locally only very slowly, due to various ‘hangups’ created by gravity, as
explained beautifully byDyson [66].

5.6.3. The electrodynamic andQFT arrows of time
The emission of electromagnetic radiation plays an important role in the irreversible cooling offinite-
temperature systems, andwe have included this process in our discussion above.We therefore turn now to the
electrodynamic arrow of time.

One can in principle solve the electrodynamic equations via aGreen’s functionmethod using either a
retardedGreen’s function integrated over the past, an advancedGreen’s function integrated over the future, or a
combination of the two [67]. The results of these different types of calculations are the same if the initial orfinal
conditions and boundary conditions are chosen in each case in such away that they describe the same physical
process.

Nevertheless, the physical processes that produce and absorb electromagnetic radiation are not invariant
under time reversal. The emission of radiation from an oscillating charge distribution occurs into the future, not
into the past, and this is why the advanced potentials are discarded and the retarded potentials are retained in
calculations. Themathematical description of the emission of radiation by using advancedGreen’s functions
requires boundary andfinal conditions that are highly correlated in a nonlocal way because they represent the
future state of the electromagnetic fields that are emitted from the source and that radiate away to infinity (or
until they are absorbed). They are therefore of no help. Electrodynamics thus has an arrow of time that indicates
that electromagnetic fields originate from localized sources in the past. This is the Sommerfeld radiation
condition. A good discussion of this issue can be found in [68]. The local emission of radiation into the future is
related to the EBU: local events produce photons that can causally affect future events, but not past events. This

Figure 1.The distinction between the global direction of time, set by the expansion of theUniverse since its start, and local arrows of
time, determined by local physical properties [20]. In the expandingUniverse, the start is a fixed initial boundary to spacetime. The
present is an ever changing future boundary to spacetime: as time passes itmoves to the future, in the direction indicated by the
Direction of Time. At each instant spacetime exists from the start up to the present, but not to the future (because of quantum
randomness, it is not yet determinedwhat will happen in the future, so it is not a spacetime domainwith definite properties). Local
arrows of time include quantum, electrodynamic, gravitational, thermodynamic, biological, and psychological.
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helps us to specify the properties of ‘events’ in the context of the EBU: eventsmust occur locally within a limited
region of space. Their causes are other (local) events that occurred in the past, and they can influence later events
that will take place in their forward light cone. In this way, the electrodynamic arrow of time follows directly
from the cosmological one.

The electrodynamic arrow of time is furthermore closely connected to the thermodynamic arrow of time:
walls and clouds and other extended objects absorb radiation and transform the absorbed energy into stochastic
thermalmotion. They do not use heat in order to emit radiation in a coherent way such that this radiation
converges on ‘sources’ that lie in the future: this would be the time-reversed process to emission of radiation by
an oscillating charge, and such ‘pre-established harmony’ is disallowed by the law of conditional independence
(Penrose and Percival [69]). They emit thermal radiation that has a limited coherence length. The emission of
photons fromdifferent surface sections is uncorrelated. Both of these processes, the absorption of coherent
electromagnetic waves and the emission of thermal photons, increase entropy and thus obey the second law of
thermodynamics.

However there is a further important point. Thermodynamics establishes that a heat bath can only radiate
energy in this way if the environment is at a lower temperature than the heat bath: else it is heated up by
absorbing thermal radiation from that larger environment, rather than being able to cool by radiating energy to
it.We therefore need special initial conditions in the solar system, establishing a dark night sky, in order that the
heat bath can in fact cool by radiating heat in the future direction of time. The temperature of interstellar space at
the present time is 2.725 K—the present temperature of the cosmic background radiation that was emitted at the
surface of last scattering in the early Universe at a temperature of 4000 K and redshift of 1100 [63–65]. This low
temperature of the night sky, allowing the Earth’s ecosystems to function in thermodynamic terms, is a result of
the initial state of the expandingUuniverse [53].

Similar considerations are appliedwhen solvingQED andQFT equations formulated via Feynman
propagators [70, 71]—they too are integrated using retardedGreen Functions. This reflects the idea that the
unitary time evolution of a quantumparticle originates in a local source that lies in the temporal past. Thus in
this way there is a direct effect of the direction of time in terms of establishing an arrow of time for quantumfield
theory.

With the local thermodynamic arrowof time established in the same direction as the electrodynamic arrow
of time, both being alignedwith the cosmological direction of time, this then chains down [20] to provide the
arrow of time in the various steps in the quantummeasurement process (section 3) via the properties of the heat
bath, as discussed above (section 5.2). Thus the quantumArrowof Time is a particular case of the contextual
effects discussed in section 5.5. The biological and psychological Arrows of Time follow from the others.

6.Discussion

In this sectionwe summarize themain achievements and new ideas in this paper; point out howonemight be
able to explore the intermediate regime that is neither quantumnor classical; and explain the theoretical
challenges or possibilities to deepen and expand themany issues that arise.

Wefirst discuss whatwe have done (section 6.1); then the difference between our approach and other similar
ones (section 6.2); the difference between events andmeasurements (section 6.3), leading to consequent possible
further applications of our approach; and finally some issues arising fromwhat we have done (section 6.4).

6.1.Whatwe have done
Wehave outlined a comprehensive approach to the quantummeasurement process, with the following
properties.

• Wederive an effective collapse dynamics (4) from the unitary dynamics (3) of standard quantum theory.We
do not introduce any ad hoc terms into the equations to effect this result. Rather they come about becausewe
take into account the context withinwhich realisticmeasurement processes take place [1]. It is crucial for our
treatment that this context is not quantumbut classical.

• Themacroscopic, classicalmeasurement apparatus determines by its structure the possible types of
measurement events. This structure permits a cascade of events from themicroscopic to themacroscopic
scale such that ameasurement result can be read off by an experimenter. Furthermore, this structure provides
amacroscopic number of internal degrees of freedom that create the local heat bath that interacts with
particles during detection.

• The bridge between the quantumand classical world is formed by the heat bath, which is characterized by a
limited temporal and spatial range of unitary time evolution and by stochasticity [8]. A description bywave
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functions is therefore only locally possible, as wave packets with a limited scope for entanglement. This leads
to a ‘collapse’ or localization of thewave function of the electron that has been lifted to the conduction band by
the interactionwith the incoming photon.

• Weprovide physical equations that describe each step from the initial interaction of the incoming photon
with the semiconductormaterial to thefinal deflection of the pointer, by borrowing from themost suitable
theories available in the literature. Apart from the very first step, none of these steps is described by
deterministic, unitary time evolution of awave function. This underlines our view that unitary quantum
evolution has a limited scope.

• By emitting thermal radiation the heat bath is coupled to thewider environment.We do notmodel explicitly
this wider environment, but it is important for our arguments as towhy the heat bath cannot be described by
an overall wave function. This wider environment provides a heat sink and thus enables the irreversibility that
appears in the overall process, overall tracing back to the evolution of theUniverse. A further irreversible step
is the reset process of the detector that prepares it for the next detection event.

6.2. Comparisonwith other approaches
Our approach has benefited a lot from the achievements of theCopenhagen interpretation, of decoherence
theory, and of stochastic collapse theories. Furthermore, it shares with consistent histories the view that
stochasticity is fundamental and that the calculations to be performed are similar to those of decoherence theory.
In the following, we explain inwhich respects our view agrees with and differs from these types of approaches.

• Copenhagen interpretation: TheCopenhagen interpretation takes explicitly into account the classical world
and its top-down effects on the quantumworld. Ameasurement always requires a classicalmeasurement
apparatus or observer, and during ameasurement a ‘collapse’ of thewave function occurs, which is a
stochastic, nonunitary process.We fully agreewith this description and hold that it cannot be reduced to, or
replacedwith some other, supposedlymore ‘fundamental’ theory.Neither dowe believe that it requires the
acceptance of a non-realistmetaphysical position, such as an instrumental, positivist, or pragmatist view.
Rather, we propose that quantum and classical physics both have their range of applicability, and that neither
can be reduced to the other. The bridge between these two regimes is formed by the heat bath, which obeys
unitary time evolution only over limited time and length scales that depend on temperature, as we have
discussed extensively. Of course, this raises the questions of how to explore and specify the properties of this
transition range between the quantum and classical world, and how to relate this to the experimental
observation of entanglement of huge numbers of particles or over large distances.Wewill address these
questions further below.

• Decoherence theory: An important achievement of decoherence theory lies in the demonstration that the
coupling to an environment withmany degrees of freedom causes an evolution of the reduced densitymatrix
of the quantum system from a pure to amixed state that, under suitable conditions, gives the correct
probabilities for the different possiblemeasurement outcomes.We havemade use of this type of calculation
when describing the interaction of the electronwith the heat bath, whichmakes the transition of the electron
to the conduction band definite and localizes it in the conduction band. In contrast to decoherence theory, we
do not think that the environment that is relevant for themeasurement process can be described by unitary
time evolution. In the theory of open quantum systems, one starts from a unitary time evolution of the
combined quantum system and environment and obtains, bymaking suitable approximations and
assumptions, the time evolution of the reduced densitymatrix. This poses the threefold problem that
decoherence cannot explain individualmeasurement outcomes, irreversibility, and stochasticity. In
section 5.2.3we have explained that these three problems are resolved by abandoning the hypothesis that the
heat bath follows unitary time evolution.

• Consistent histories: The consistent histories interpretation [12, 15] is based not onwave functions, but on
stochastic histories which are calculated using projection operators and decoherence functionals. It is the
furthest developed of those interpretations of quantummechanics that are based on the standard formalism,
and it has the appealing property of including stochasticity from the onset. The calculations are
mathematically very similar to the calculations of decoherence theory. Asmentioned in section 5.2.3, we
consider decoherence calculations as not fully satisfactory, as theymust be supplemented by assumptions of
uncorrelatedness or randomness of environmental degrees of freedom. Another difference of our view from
consistent histories is that consistent histories are applied to closed systems and are reversible in time, while
we consider top-down effects from the classical world, the coupling to a heat sink, and the temporal
irreversibility due to the emission of thermal radiation. These three features are in our view essential for
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establishing definite outcomes of stochastic events and an objective reality.We regard these as key desirable
achievements of our approach that cannot be achieved by competing theories. In particular, this cannot be
achievedwith the consistent histories approach, which leads to several possible frameworks (with the
associated framework-dependent ‘true’ and ‘false’ statements).

• Stochastic collapse theories: These theories postulate stochastic corrections to the time evolution of the
Schrödinger equation such that thewave function becomes localized in space orwith respect to some other
relevant observable [26]. These stochastic corrections do not depend on context but occur universally for each
particle. Instead of using amodified Schrödinger equation, the description of the time evolution can also be
given in the ensemble picture, using densitymatrices. The densitymatrix equations that wementioned in the
previous paragraph, which are obtained for the time evolution of open quantum systems, represent in fact also
stochastic collapsemodels. They can be unraveled in terms of the stochastic time evolution of awave function.
We have argued that this is the correct way to interpret the time evolution of the densitymatrix that we
obtained. In this sense our description involves also a stochastic collapsemodel. However, the type of collapse
equation that we use depends on the local context, as we start outwith the linear superposition of electron
states generated by the incoming photon and couple this to the heat bath. So in our view, the type of collapse
equation to be used, and the conditions underwhich it is to be used, is determined top-down by the local
classical context.

An interesting other class of collapse equations is given by gravitational collapse theories [30]. These depend also
on context, but through gravity, hence it is then not the local context thatmatters, as in our case (the gravitational
effect of themeasuring apparatus on the interacting photon and electron is negligible). Another interesting
variant is theMontevideo interpretation of quantummechanics, which consists in supplementing environ-
mental decoherencewith fundamental limitations inmeasurement stemming from gravity [72]. Interestingly,
there are various connections between gravitational theories and thermodynamics, andwe do notwant to rule
out that our views concerning the heat bathmay be relevant also for the huge number of degrees of freedom
occurring in theories that relate quantumphysics to gravity.

Furthermore, there exist interesting suggestions to introduce causality and irreversibility into physics at a
fundamental level via causal sets [73, 74]. Again, the route to relating this approach to real-lifemeasurement
processes with their top-down effects is not clear. The view that is probably closest to ours is the contextual
approach byGrangier andAuffèves [75].

6.3. Events andmeasurements
Akey distinctionwemade at the start (section 2.1)was the distinction between ‘events’ and ‘measurements’. The
latter are rather rare special cases of the former, which occurwhenever awave function projection (4) takes
place.Measurements involve the building blocksmentioned in section 2.1, since the detection systemmust be
constructed such that ameasurement result can be read off by an experimenter. State vector preparation is very
similar tomeasurement: it involvesmacroscopic devices in order to generate an eigenstate where therewas not
one before. It occurs either by selective absorption or by separation and collimation [1].

We consider here the ubiquity of events (section 6.3.1), the nature of events (section 6.3.2), and further
examples of events (section 6.3.3).

6.3.1. Ubiquity of events
Beyond these specific state preparation and statemeasurement scenarios, events take place all the time
everywhere.While they are notmeasurements according to our definition, they are nevertheless characterized as
‘measurements’ in standard texts such asDirac [5]. Throughout this paper, we have referred to events at various
places. In fact, we have presumed that a huge number of events happen during a singlemeasurement.

• Initially, the interaction of the detectormaterial with the incoming photon produces a linear superposition of
an excited electron and electrons in the ground state, which then collapses to a definite outcomewith the
photon being either absorbed or not absorbed and atmost one electron being in the conduction band, see
section 5.1.

• While the electronmoves in the conduction band, it is described as a localizedwave packet. However, in order
to remain awave packet, itmust undergo repeated collapse events that localize it.

• During the avalanche process, additional electrons are kicked into the conduction band. Each of these
transitions to the conduction band is also an event, and all the conducted electrons remain localized by further
events.
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• The rotation of the coil and associated pointer deflection is a classical,macroscopic change. Such classical
changesmust be associatedwith a series of events that localize coil and pointer (and all other classical parts of
the detection device) and prevent superpositions.

• The reset process of the detector involves awhole series of events, with a complexity similar to that of the series
that we just described.

Many further examples are given in section 6.3.3.

6.3.2. The nature of events
At various places of this paper, we havementioned requirements for events and the character of events.

• The interactionwith a heat bathwith amacroscopic number of degrees of freedom is crucial for the
occurrence of an event.We defined a heat bath in amuch narrower sense than is often done in the quantum
community, see section 5.2.

• An essential feature of the heat bath is that itsmicroscopic state cannot be controlled fromoutside and that it
cannot be repeatedly prepared in the samemicroscopic state. Its state is specifiedwith no larger precision than
that implied in the entropy formula.

• The heat bath emits thermal radiation, i.e. it undergoes irreversible changes. This irreversible emission of
radiationmakes the events that occur in contact with the heat bath also irreversible. Furthermore, the
emission of these thermal photons is of course also a series of events.

• The last two points imply that a heat bath is not an object that can be described by awave function that
undergoes unitary time evolution. If collapse events are to happen, it is necessary that there are systems that do
not evolve unitarily.

• Just as we have discussed above (section 5.5)howmeasurements always take place in away shaped by the local
context, the same is also true for events. The combination of higher level contexts sets the stage for the possible
specific outcomes (4), as has been demonstrated explicitly in the previous sections for a specific case.

• Measurements and other events act as a dynamics ofHilbert spaces, in contrast to unitary time evolution given
by the Schrödinger equation, which acts as dynamicswithin givenHilbert spaces. Quantum theory per se does
not tell uswhatHilbert spaces to use. This requires the classical,macroscopic context. Our paper therefore
emphasizes repeatedly the importance of top-down effects from themacroscopic context. Changes of this
context cannot be achieved by unitary time evolution but require events.

• All this is closely associatedwith the idea of an EBU [20]. This idea requires that the initial state of theUniverse
does not yet specify the details of its future time evolution. Instead, definite, irreversible events really happen
and time really passes, see section 5.6.

• The entropy of theUniverse increases with each event as photons are emitted from the heat bath to a colder
environment and ultimately to the dark night sky, which represents a heat sink.

• Occurrence of events, including quantummeasurements, are cases of symmetry breakingwhereby emergent
phenomena have different properties than the strata out of which they emerge, as explained clearly in the
classic paper ‘More isDifferent’ byAnderson [76]. Thus the top-down effect of the local context in a
measurement (section 5.5) breaks both the time symmetry of unitary evolution (section 5.6) and Lorentz
invariance (themeasurement apparatus necessarily has a preferred rest frame inwhich the experiment takes
place). The samewill be true for all events: the local context will also break Lorentz symmetry.

• This view of events is closely tied to the concept of causality, which requires a partial ordering between events
[56] and the possibility of state preparation, see also section 5.3.

6.3.3. Further examples of events
There aremany other types of events that happen in some specific context, for which our contextual approach is
relevant.Here are some examples from condensedmatter physics, biological physics, and cosmology.

• The growth of a crystal in a supersaturated liquid: atomsmake transitions from the liquid phase to the solid
phase, releasing energy and creating a new environment (the crystal) inwhich new quantummechanical
degrees of freedom (the phonons of a solid) can live;
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• The transition from a paramagnet to a ferromagnet upon cooling below theCurie temperature: This process
involves spontaneous symmetry breaking as one of the possible directions for themagnetization is chosen at
random. Similarly to themeasurement process, not a superposition of all possible outcomes but a specific
outcome occurs. Such a phase transition requires awhole cascade of events until themacroscopic change is
built up;

• The production of a flowof electrons by solar energy cells [77]: the activation of each electron due to light
absorption is an event, and the subsequent conduction of electrons is a series of events, similar towhat we
described above in the context of themeasurement process.

• The damage that results toDNAmolecules due to the impact of γ-ray photons, resulting in the possible
development of cancer or changes in the phenotype of offspring; developmental processes act as the amplifier
tomacro scales, see [78];

• The capture of a photon by a chlorophyllmolecule, resulting in release of an electron that then results in a
chain of biochemical reactions that eventually transformADP toATP and provide plants with the energy to
grow; the transfer of energy in a light harvesting complex is assisted by noise [79];

• The quantum to classical transition of quantumperturbations in the inflationary era in the early Universe,
leading to classical perturbations on the last scattering surface rather then superpositions of such
perturbations [18, 80–82], In order to describe this transition, a Lindblad equation is used in [83].

• The classical outcomes of nuclear reactions that occur during nucleosynthesis in the earlyUniverse [84] (these
processes do not result in a superposition of protons, deuterons, and helium states: they result in classical
ratios of these nuclei).

In each of these cases there is amacro context that guides what specific lower level events will take place [34].

6.4. Issues arising
In this paper, we have presented a coherent and viable view that is in our opinion themost down-to-earth
explanation of themeasurement process. Due to the large variety of topics and questions that are relevant to our
proposal, there arisemany interesting issues that deserve further research.We conclude this paper by
mentioning those issues that seemmost important and relevant to us.

• Entanglement on large scales and formany particles: The extraordinary achievement ofmacroscopic
entanglement [32, 85, 86] has ledmany scientists to accept that quantummechanics is universally valid. For
instance, in [40], single photons get absorbed in a crystal by a collective excitation ofmillions/billions of ions,
and the process is reversible as one can ‘release’ the photon on demand.However, such situations are attained
only by sufficiently isolating the system from interactionswith the rest of theworld, and in particular from
interactionwith heat baths. This requires low temperatures, or, in the case of long-distance entanglement
experiments, time scales that are shorter than the characteristic time for interactionwith a heat bath. This in
total contrast to themeasurement process, where interactionwith the heat bath is the core of what is
happening. By exploring the transition regime between these two limits onewill certainly gain a better
understanding of the crossover regime between the quantumand classical worlds.

• Time scale over which unitary evolution acts (equations (5) or (27)) before the coupling to the heat bath sets in. If
this time interval is short enough, no integration is needed, but we have a series of collapses to the electron
either still being in the ground state or being already in the excited state while the photon is still interacting
with the system. If the time interval is not short enough,measuring deviations fromFermi’s golden rule can be
helpful in exploring the timewindowbetween unitary evolution and collapse.

• Necessary conditions for collapse: Interactionwith a heat bath as we defined it is in our view a sufficient
condition for wave function collapse, or ‘events’. However, there is no reason to expect that events cannot
occur in systems that are not even locally in thermal equilibrium.Wehavementioned criteria such as the
uncontrollability of themicrostate, feedback and nonlinearities, a quasi-continuumof states, and
irreversibility due to emission of photon radiation as features of the heat bath thatwe consider important.
Such features can also be realized in nonequilibrium systems.

• Experimental confirmation: As remarked in section 1.5, we have not added any ad hoc terms into the
Schrödinger equation to attain our results; ratherwe have shown that effective collapse follows from the
established theory of open quantum systemswhen the local context is properly taken into account, provided
that context includes heat baths as characterized above and that heat baths are defined thewaywe have done it.
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In that sense our proposal is already experimentally supported by the experiments confirming thewell-
established theory of open quantum systems.Howevermore direct confirmation is desirable, andwe are in
discussions on how to test the proposalsmade here by specific experiments.

• Quantum field theory:We have confined ourselves to nonrelativistic physics. But the problemofwave function
collapse arises also inQFT, as all QFT calculations require preparation of an initial state and projection onto a
final state. Creation and annihilation processes are inmany situations understood to be ‘real’ and not just a
mathematical tool. One important question is: what is the heat bath in particle production experiments? If
one does notwant to claim that the decisionwhich particles are created ismade in the detector surrounding
the experiment, the relevant heat bathmust be contained in the hot collision center. Similarly, early
nucleosynthesis in cosmology [84] requires a suitable heat bath. This was provided by the cosmic plasma of
baryons and radiation in equilibriumwith each other at that time at a temperature of;109 K [63, 65].
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